Abstract The tables of the title are a first attempt to understand empirically the sizes of certain distinguished sets, introduced by Hankyung Ko, of elements in affine Weyl groups. The distinguished sets themselves each have a largest element w, and all other elements are constructible combinatorially from that largest element. The combinatorics are given in the language of right sets, in the sense of Kazhdan-Lusztig. Collectively, the elements in a given distinguished set parameterize highest weights of possible modular composition factors of the "reduction modulo p" of a p th root of unity irreducible characteristic 0 quantum group module. Here p is a prime, subject to conditions discussed below, in some cases known to be quite mild. Thus, the sizes of the distinguished sets in question are relevant to estimating how much time might be saved in any future direct approach to computing irreducible modular characters of algebraic groups from larger irreducible characters of quantum groups. Actually, Ko has described two methods for obtaining potentially effective systems of such sets. She has proved one method to work at least for all primes p as large as the Coxeter number h, in a context she indicates largely generalizes to smaller p. The other method, which produces smaller distinguished sets, is known for primes p ≥ h for which the Lusztig character formula holds, but is currently unknown to be valid without the latter condition. In the tables of this paper we calculate, for all w indexing a (p-)regular highest weight in the (p-)restricted parallelotope, distinguished set sizes for both methods, for affine types A 3 , A 4 , and A 5 . To keep the printed version of this paper sufficiently small, we only use those w indexing actual restricted weights in the A 5 case. The sizes corresponding to the two methods of Ko are listed in columns (6) and (5), respectively, of the tables. We also make calculations in column (7) for a third, more "obvious" system of distinguished sets (see part (1) of Proposition 1 below), to indicate how much of an improvement each of the first two systems provides. Finally, all calculations have been recently completed for affine type A 6 , and the restricted cases listed in this paper as a final table.
Introduction
In a recent paper [Ko17] Hankyung Ko has introduced two methods potentially useful for algorithmic calculations of irreducible modular characters of semisimple algebraic groups G in characteristic p > 0. It has been well known since the early '60's that the larger "Weyl" (or "standard") modules provide at least one setting for calculating such irreducible modular characters, using natural bilinear forms. See [Won72] and [St68] 1 Such bilinear form approaches were largely forgotten when Lusztig proposed a modular character formula [Lus79] , shown to hold for primes p large relative to the root system in [AJS94], with an explicit lower bound on p given in [Fie12] . However, the large sizes of negative examples in [Wil17] , as well as the general need for results applying for smaller primes, led Williamson and collaborators to a recent series of papers [RW15] , [AMRW17a] , [AMRW17b] . These results are conceptually quite elegant, and already provide formulas in all types with lower bounds on p close to those originally proposed by Lusztig (and apply for all primes in type A). However, the cost in computational complexity is hard to estimate. Briefly, characters of irreducible modules are recovered in [RW15] from ingredients in new formulas for characters of tilting modules. The ingredients themselves are obtained from considerations and calculations using p-canonical bases, and calculation of the latter involves a bilinear form; see [TW16] .
This background makes it reasonable to at least investigate what can be done to revive the original bilinear form approach, and the results of Ko we discuss here should be viewed in that context. Before going further, we introduce some of the notation used in [Ko17] . Much of it also largely follows Jantzen [Ja03] .
Notation and preliminaries
Let G be a semisimple simply connected algebraic group over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p > 0. Fix a split maximal torus T with associated root system R and integral weight lattice X = X(T ). Fix also a choice R + for the positive roots in R, and a corresponding set X + ⊆ X of dominant weights. The sum of all fundamental dominant weights is denoted ρ. The ordinary finite Weyl group associated to R is denoted W f , and the affine Weyl group is W p ; it is the semidirect product of pZR with W f . (This semidirect product makes sense for p any positive integer, such as p = 1 or p = h, the Coxeter number. This will be useful later in our tables.) The "dot action" of an element w ∈ W p on an element γ ∈ X is given by w · γ = w(γ + ρ) − ρ. In this action, reflections in hyperplanes passing through −ρ and orthogonal to fundamental roots in R form a fundamental set s 1 , s 2 , ... of generators for W f , in the sense of Coxeter groups. We choose an additional element of W p to be the reflection s 0 in the hyperplane {x | (x + ρ, α ∨ 0 ) = −p} to complete the set of fundamental generators S for W p . (Here α 0 is the maximum short root, and we do NOT follow Jantzen, who would use +p, instead of −p, to define the hyperplane. In the terminology of [Ko17] , our S consists of reflections in the walls of the top antidominant alcove C − , not the bottom dominant alcove.) This is a good time to mention that the right set R(w) of an element w ∈ W p is defined to be {s ∈ S | ws < w}. Here the inequality is in the sense of Bruhat(-Chevalley), which, in this case, just means that ws is shorter
The tables
Assume p ≥ h. The tables deal with those w ∈ W + for which w ≤ u in the Bruhat order for some u ∈ W + with the weight u ·−2ρ p-restricted. We may rechoose u ·−2ρ in the same p alcove as (p − 2)ρ. Consequently, the w's and u's have a common unique maximal element w max . The w ≤ w max in W + may all be written uniquely as a product w = w 0 y with y ∈ W := W p and lengths additive. The elements y are listed, as a reduced product of fundamental reflections, in column (1) of the tables below. The element w 0 is listed above each table, and the length of w recorded in column (4). Column (3) gives w · −2ρ as a vector of coefficients at fundamental weights ("ω-coefficient"), in the generic case p = h. Column (2) gives the same element expressed as a vector ("ε-vector") in terms of a standard basis of the standard permutation module for W f , a symmetric group in each case considered (currently affine types A n for n = 3, 4, 5). The main content lies in columns (5), (6), and (7), discussed informally in the abstract. Column (7) counts those v ∈ W + with v ≤ w in the Bruhat order; column (6) counts those among these v which also satisfy R(w) ⊆ R(v). Finally, column (5) counts those among these v which satisfy R(w) = R(v).
Some tables of right set properties 5
Recall that each w = w 0 y, where w 0 is s 1 s 2 s 3 s 1 s 2 s 1 for type A 3 .
ω-coefficients l(w) (5) (6) (7)
s 0 s 3 s 1 s 2 (3, 1, −1, −3) (2, 2, 2) 10 1 5 8 s 0 s 1 s 2 (3, −1, −1, −1) (4, 0, 0) 9 1 1 4 s 0 s 3 s 1 (2, 1, −1, −2) (1, 2, 1) 9 1 2 5 s 0 s 3 s 2 (1, 1, 1, −3) (0, 0, 4) 9 1 1 4 (1, 1, 1, 1, −4) (0, 0, 0, 5) 14 1 1 5 
Some remarks on construction of the tables
In this section, we outline the algorithm for the construction of the previous tables. For all programs, we utilized Sage, a well-known programming language akin to Python, but with many more mathematical libraries. While each program is made up of many helper functions, we utilized two main programs: one to isolate the "maximal" element w ∈ W p (defined, when p = h, as the element w such that w·−2ρ = (p − 2)ρ) 2 and a second to analyze the properties of R(w), as well as the right sets of those elements in W + less than or equal to w in the Bruhat order. Before we began actual program implementation, we constructed helper programs which serve the following purposes: create the standard ε-vectors (which are used in the calculation of the roots and ρ), create ρ, create the roots α, compute the dot action of a group element on a vector, and calculate the "height" of a weight, a metric used to tell the distance from the maximal element. Each of the roots α-with the exception of α 0 -can be computed quickly using the formula α i = ε i − ε i+1 . Since α 0 is the sum of all other α i , we have that α 0 is the difference of the first and last ε−vector. Using these roots, we may compute ρ as half of the sum of all the positive roots. Finally, we define the height of a weight as in [CPS92, p. 56] ; that is, the height of a weight is defined in a way equivalent to the sum of its coefficients when written as a sum of fundamental roots. For a weight ν then, this is (ν, ρ ∨ ) (which for type A is just (ν, ρ)). Notice that the functions all depend on an initial input concerning the size of the generating set of the affine Weyl group, e.g. type A 3 , A 4 , or larger. To construct w 0 , the longest word in the ordinary Weyl group, there are finitely many elements, so a smaller program was written which computes the element of maximum length. This calculation was carried out beforehand, and the results were recorded. For efficacy, these results were then hard-coded into the two main programs.
In the first program's implementation, we begin by generating all of the above variables, including the element w 0 and the affine Weyl group itself (which Sage allows with the function WeylGroup()). The program then proceeds as a variation of the typical minimum function, where the comparator is the height metric; that is, we look for the element w such that w · −2ρ has height closest to (p − 2)ρ. Say zw 0 is the maximal ele-ment w. Repurposing the language of [CPS92, Lem. 3.12 .5], we have that l(z) = −l(w 0 ) + 2(ρ, ρ ∨ ) (where the latter term is (ρ, ρ) for type A). Since the maximal element is dominant, we have that the maximal element has length 2(ρ, ρ). We then subtract l(w 0 ), and generate all elements with length l(z) using the Sage function W.elements of length(). We subtract this value and generate the smaller elements for three reasons. First, we desire our output in the form w 0 y. Second, there are substantially fewer elements of smaller length, which decreases computation time. Finally, we may restrict our search only to the dominant weights and in doing so, we must check whether l(w 0 y) = l(w 0 ) + l(y). Specifically, we reapply w 0 on the left and check the aforementioned condition. We only continue with these elements. With the proper elements generated, we may now proceed as a typical minimum program, first calculating the height of each element, comparing it to (p − 2)ρ, and keeping the closest element stored in a local variable. Once the list of elements is exhausted, the result yields the maximal element in simple reflection notation.
For the second program, we require additional helper functions, one which calculates the right set of a given element, and a second which converts ε-notation of vectors into ω-notation for the tables. Since tables in Sage are constructed from lists, we also require the relevant outputs be placed into ordered lists. On the other hand, the right sets are stored as the values of a dictionary with the corresponding element as the key. We begin the second program by generating the standard roots, the Weyl group, and the relevant vectors, in a similar fashion to the first program. Then, we generate all elements of length 1 less than that of the maximal element, collecting only those elements both smaller in the Bruhat order and associated with dominant weights. After exhausting all elements of this length, we decrease the length and repeat this process until we reach w 0 . To calculate the right sets of these elements, we employ apply simple reflection right() for each of the elements in the generating set given by W.generators(), and simply check if there is a reduction in length on the element in question. We then keep the output stored as a set object in the dictionary. At this stage, we have an ordered list of elements less than or equal to the maximal element in the Bruhat order, a list of corresponding vectors in ε-notation, a list of corresponding coefficients in ω-notation, and a dictionary of right sets.
For the final calculations, we iterate through the list of desired elements, comparing each element to those with higher indices. Through this comparison, we make three separate counts:
1. The number of elements v ∈ W + following the initial element w with v ≤ w in the Bruhat order (and which are already known to have dominant weights). This count is column (7) in the table. 2. The number of elements from the first count with R(w) ⊆ R(v). This count is column (6) in the table. 3. The number of elements from the first count with R(w) = R(v). This count is column (5) in the table.
Since each count is specific to each element, we create ordered lists corresponding to the order of the element list. We then store these lists as a table and call the latex() function on the table object to get Sage output suitable for L A T E X.
Of course, since the size of the ordinary Weyl group grows factorially, the number of elements of interest in the affine case grows quickly, increasing the computational burden. While we were able to run all programs up to and including type A 4 on a typical laptop, the calculations were usually interrupted for larger inputs. Therefore, we turned to Rivanna, an advanced computing cluster with significantly more computing power. Using Rivanna, we were able to acquire the remaining tables.
With the same approach, we have more recently been able to make all the calculations for affine A 6 . The table below gives all the restricted weight cases (all restricted weights w · −2ρ with w = w 0 y, l(w) = l(w 0 ) + l(y)). Products of fundamental reflections have been abbreviated to the sequence of their subscripts, to save space. For similar space considerations, the column with ε-notation for w · −2ρ has been replaced with an (unrelated but useful) column giving the right set R(w) of w, as a set of indices of fundamental reflections. The full affine A 6 table, displaying similar rows for all 5260 dominant weights w · −2ρ in the restricted parallelotope, requires 93 pages to display, but is available upon request.
Recall that w = w 0 y with w 0 = s 
